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Join us on a journey of personal discovery—the experience of a lifetime
The Blissful Life Programme in New Zealand
20 October 2019 to 20 April 2020

We invite single lady Yogic
Flyers to experience the Blissful Life ProgrammeSM in New
Zealand. The Blissful Life Programme offers a restful lifestyle
structured for full Self-development—Enlightenment—through
practice of the TM and TMSidhi® Programs.

The Blissful Life
program allowed
me to enjoy the
deepest program
ever. A different
world opened up for me
as my deepest fatigue was
dissolved. I came thinking I
would stay for 1 or 2 months,
maybe 6 months if I liked it.
It has been 2 years now.—
G.L., South Korea

To live in New Zealand is to
experience a taste of heaven on
earth. The country is known for
its comfortable climate, relaxed
atmosphere, and natural beauty
with one of the world’s highest
living standards. The Maharishi
Capital of New Zealand is a

Course features:
• Accommodations, meetings,
and meals in perfect Vastu
This focus on Self-development
creates a positive, harmonious
influence for the nation and
world. Participants contribute
maximum to creating world
peace while growing in their own
enlightenment day by day.
When I look back at the
6 months of Blissful Life
Programme I realize that I
was in a very special environment. It was simple,
unpretentious, naturally
happy. I was accepted as I
was. I loved the knowledge. I
enjoyed every moment of my
program. I learned to look
into my experiences and understand them. My life on the
Mother Divine Programme
was organized, simple, happy, all dedicated for spiritual
evolution.—L.C., Israel

• A balanced routine of rest,
knowledge, and extended TM
and TM-Sidhi program practice

secluded oasis of peace and
serenity surrounded by native
bush—a perfect setting for diving deep into experiences of the
TM and TM Sidhi programs.

Requirements:
Single lady Yogic Flyer
18 years or older
6 Month commitment
• Maharishi Vedic knowledge
tapes and lectures
• Experience discussions with
TM-Sidhi Administrators
• Nourishing, freshly cooked
organic food
• Organic gardening
• Outings to native forests, lush
rolling meadows, and breathtaking scenic beaches
• Nearby bus access to a
charming resort town, picturesque beaches, and shopping

Every woman should experience the Mother Divine
program as early as possible in their life if they are
serious about realizing their
full potential. It has been a
journey of fastest growth, realization and infinite expansion—T.Y.L., Australia

Visit our website for more information: www.motherdivinenz.org/new-mother-divine

Unfold your inner bliss and creativity. Enliven harmony and peace for our whole world.
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